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Abstract. There are many clear systematical disagreements both in shape and magnitude between data obtained in
different experiments decreased data accuracy and reliability. The systematical overview of photonuclear reaction
cross section values obtained at various experiments, first of all that from experiments with bremsstrahlung and
quasimonoenergetic annihilation photons has been carried out and used for discussion of the data modern status. It
was found out that as a rule both total and partial photoneutron reaction cross sections obtained systematically differ
each other. Significant discrepancies between photonuclear reaction cross sections obtained at various experiments
were analyzed jointly. The disagreements of partial reaction cross section data were interpreted as the result of
difference of neutron multiplicity sorting procedures used. The special method was used to move the data into
consistence. Joint analysis of the (γ,xn), (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reaction cross section data obtained at both laboratories
mentioned was carried out for nuclei 51V, 75As, 89Y, 90Zr,
208

115

In,

116,117,118,120,124

Sn,

127

I,

133

Cs,

159

Tb,

165

Ho, 181Ta,

Pb, 232Th, 238U. Consistent data were evaluated. Some important physical consequences were pointed out.
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INTRODUCTION
Absolute majority of photonuclear reaction cross section data have been obtained1–5) using bremsstrahlung (BR) and
quasimonoenergetic photons from annihilation (QMA) in flight of relativistic positrons at USA National Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
and France Centre d’Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay. Clear disagreements both in shape and magnitude between data obtained using not only
different but the same methods have been found out. Those are more largely than statistical uncertainties and systematical certainly: they
very clear depend on the experimental method used. Though majority of photonuclear reaction cross section data has been obtained quite
long ago they are included into the modern database6) and extensively used till now. Therefore modern status of photonuclear research as
whole and accuracy and reliability of each data obtained can be understandable only on the analysis of systematical disagreements and of
the ways to take them into account. The big database /http://cdfe.sinp.msu.ru/exfor/index.php/ developed gives to one possibility for
systematical overview of all data collected jointly and analysis of various discrepancies between of them.
The main aims of this work were:
•

Investigation of such data discrepancies in absolute value systematically,

•

Finding out their sources and develop the methods for their taking into account and putting various experiments data into accordance
with each other,

•

Formulating clear recommendations for achievement the balance between data of various experiments.
For that first of all Saclay-Livermore total photoneutron (γ,xn) and partial photoneutron (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reaction cross section data

discrepancies were analyzed in details jointly.
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TWO MAIN TYPES OF PHOTONUCLEAR EXPERIMENTS
Bremsstrahlung (BR) Experiments
Bremsstrahlung spectrum is continuous and therefore not direct reaction cross section is measured in experiment but only reaction
yield Y(Ejm,k) - cross section σ (k) with threshold Eth depended on photon energy k folded with photon spectrum W(Ejm,k) with end-point
energy Ejm:

Y ( E jm ) =

N ( E jm )

εD ( E jm )

Ejm

= α ∫ W ( E jm , k )σ (k )dk .

(1)

Eth

Cross section σ can be obtained from the yield Y using one of well-known mathematician methods (“Photon difference”, “PenfoldLeiss”, “ Cook least structure”, “Tikhonov regularization”, etc.).

Quasimonoenergetic annihilation (QMA) Experiments
QMA-experiments1,5) use the process of producing annihilation photons with energy Eγ = Ee+ + 0.511 MeV by fast positrons.
Annihilation photons always are accompanied by positron bremsstrahlung: 3 steps are needed - 1) measurement of yield Ye+(Ej,k) of
reaction induced by photons from e+ both annihilation and bremsstrahlung; 2) measurement of yield Ye-(Ej,k) of reaction induced by
photons from e- bremsstrahlung; 3) yields subtraction and interpretation of difference obtained as reaction cross section “measured directly”

Ye+(Ej,k) - Ye-(Ej,k) = Y(Ej,k) ≈ σ(k).

(2)

It must be pointed out that: 1) there is no beam of QMA-photons in reality: they are arising as two real spectra difference only; 2)
apparatus function of experiment is obtained individually because depends on both measurements (yields - Ye+, Ye-) conditions; 3) e+
annihilation occurs in many steps (bremsstrahlung production (e-+A → A+e-+γ); pairs production (γ+A →A+e-+e+); positron annihilation
(e++e-→2γ)); therefore number of quasimonoenergetic photons, measured yields statistical accuracy, and hence their normalization
accuracy are small.
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MAIN DISAGREEMENTS OF REACTION CROSS SECTIONS
Total Photoneutron Reaction (γ,хn)
Integrated cross section data.
There are definite discrepancies in absolute value between data obtained at different laboratories using both BR- and QMA-photons.
Several examples are presented in Table 1. These four of many cases1) were taken because close integration energy limits Eγint-max or vise
versa integrated cross section values σint. One can easily estimate that values obtained at Saclay are higher than that obtained at Livermore
for about 6 – 16 %. Many other similar discrepancies exist1) but are not so clear because of big differences in Eγint-max.

TABLE 1. Comparison of QMA-experiments Integrated Total Photoneutron Reaction Cross Section Data of
Saclay-to-Livermore σints/σintL Values
Nucleus

51

V

75

As

90

Zr

165

Ho

Eγint-max (MeV)

27.8/27.8

26.2/29.5

25.9/27.6

26.8/28.9

σints/

689/654

1306/1130

1309/1158

3667/3385

σintL

= 1.06

≥ 1.16

≥ 1.13

≥ 1.08
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Integrated cross section data systematic.
The complete systematic of integrated cross sections ratios was obtained7) for (γ,xn) = [(γ,n) + (γ,np) + 2(γ,2n)] reaction cross section
data for energy ranges between the (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reaction thresholds. Special ratios Rintsyst = σintvarious labs(γ,xn)/σintLivermore(γ,xn) of data
from various laboratories to that from Livermore are presented on Fig. 1. Data confirm clearly definite that Livermore cross sections as a
rule are smaller than others – ratios analyzed are concentrated near the mean value <Rintsyst> = 1.12. It’s important to point out that QMAdata obtained at Saclay are more consistent with data (both QMA- and BR-) of other laboratories than with Livermore QMA-data.

Reaction cross section absolute values. Photoneutron reaction cross sections for nuclei

nat

Zr,

127

I,

141

Pr,

197

Au, and

nat

Pb

obtained earlier at Livermore have been specially remeasured8) and used for detailed comparison of absolute values of photoneutron
reaction cross sections for 15 nuclei from Rb to Bi. Significant Livermore-Saclay disagreements have been found out and special
coefficient F = 0.85 – 1.22 was proposed for normalization.
As an explanation of appreciable discrepancies between the data obtained at Livermore and Saclay, it was pointed out8) that “…this
comparison implies an Livermore experiments error either in the photon flux determination or in the neutron detection efficiency or in
both”. The major recommendations to put data into consistency were dual certainly: 1) decrease Saclay data for Rb, Sr, Y, 90Zr, Nb,
197

Au,

208

Pb by factor F = 0.8 – 0.93; 2) increase Livermore data for

206,207,208

Pb,

209

I,

Bi by factor 1.22 (to achieve agreement with data

obtained using tagged photons). It must be pointed out that mean value <1/F> = 1.16 ≈ <Rintsyst> = 1.12.
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Integrated cross section ratio Rintsyst = σintvarious labs(γ,xn)/σintLivermore

Li

208

Pb

1.12

M ass number A

FIGURE 1. Complete Rintsyst systematic (<Rintsyst> = 1.12).
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Partial Photoneutron Reactions (γ,n) and (γ,2n)

Beside discrepancies between (γ,xn) cross sections there are certain discrepancies (Table 2) between (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reactions cross
section data1). For 12 nuclei (89Y,

115

In,

117,118,120,124

Sn,

133

Cs,

159

Tb,

165

Ho, 181Ta,

197

Au,

208

Pb) it was found out9) that as a rule while the

integrated (γ,n) reaction cross section from Saclay is higher than that from Livermore, the integrated (γ,2n) reaction cross section is, vise
versa, lower. These data were accurately (more precisely calculation of needed energy shifts ΔE and normalizations, some initial data
substitutions) recalculated10), added by analogous data for another 7 nuclei (51V,

75

As,

90

Zr,

116

Sn,

127

I,

232

Th,

238

U) and are presented in

Table 2. One can easily see that as a rule while integrated (γ,n) reaction cross section from Saclay is higher than that from Livermore,
integrated (γ,2n) reaction cross section is, vise versa, lower, both differ from Rint(γ,xn).
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Nucleus
51

V
75
As
89
Y
90
Zr
115
In
116
Sn
117
Sn
118
Sn
120
Sn
124
Sn
127
I
133
Cs
159
Tb
165
Ho
181
Ta
197
Au
208
Pb
232
Th
238
U

TABLE 2. Partial (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reactions integrated cross section data (Saclay/Livermore) ratios and
Rint(γ,xn) = σintS(γ,xn)/σintL(γ,xn).
σintS(γ,2n)/σintS(γ,2n)1,9,10)
Rint(γ,xn)10)
σintS(γ,n)/σintL(γ,n)1,9,10)
(arb. units)
(arb. units)
(arb. units)
1.066
1.214
1279/960=1.33
74/99=0.75
1.252
1.259
1470/1354=1.09
278/508=0.55
0.974
1.103
1334/1380=0.97
220/476=0.46
1.022
1377/1302=1.06
258/531=0.59
1.071
1371/1389=0.98
399/673=0.75
0.995
1056/1285=0.82
502/670=0.75
0.932
1.336
1828/1475=1.24
328/503=0.65
1.104
1936/1413=1.37
605/887=0.68
1.071
2090/1735=1.20
766/744=1.03
1.2
2180/1300=1.68
790/881=0.90
1.247
2588/2190=1.18
479/777=0.62
0.999
2731/1776=1.54
328/860=0.38
1.212
0.844
0.762
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Rint = σintS/σintL (arb. units)

“Special cases”

“Ideal Sases”

Mass number A
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On the base of detailed comparison of (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reactions data with that for (e,n) and (e,2n) obtained for

181

Ta using both

neutron multiplicity sorting and residual activity measurement methods it was shown9) that Saclay neutron multiplicity sorting procedure
was incorrect: (γ,2n) data were underestimated (some of those were interpreted as (γ,n) events) and correspondingly that for (γ,n) reaction –
overestimated. The method used for correction9,10) is very simple and clear. Because (γ,xn) = (γ,n) + 2(γ,2n), ratio R = σ(γ,xn)S/σ(γ,xn)L
must be used for Saclay and Livermore data joint correction. Using that one can obtain expression for Saclay corrected (γ,2n) reaction cross
section σ(γ,2n)S*
Rσ(γ,2n)L = σ(γ,2n)S* = σ(γ,2n)S + ½(σ(γ,n)S - Rσ(γ,n)L).

(3)

Saclay (γ,n) reaction cross section part (½(σ(γ,n)S - Rσ(γ,n)L) is added (“transmitted back”) to Saclay (γ,2n) reaction cross section σ(γ,2n)S.
Saclay (γ,n) reaction cross section is corrected vise versa by subtraction of Rσ(γ,n)L cross section for energies higher the threshold of
reaction (γ,2n). The left part of expression (3) means that recalculated Saclay (γ,2n) reaction cross section σ(γ,2n)S* = Rσ(γ,2n) must be in
agreement with Livermore (γ,2n) reaction cross section multiplied by R. As an example Fig. 2 represents the results of joint correction of
Saclay and Livermore data for 159Tb - (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reaction cross sections for 159Tb before and after joint correction described.
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The results of joint correction of total and partial
photoneutron reaction cross sections for 208Pb
obtained at Saclay and Livermore:
a)
ratios R(E) for (γ,хn) reaction cross
sections; ΔE and R(xn) are presented;
b)
(γ,n) reaction cross section data:
• solid line– initial Saclay data σnS;
• dots with error bars – evaluated Saclay
data σnS*;
• dotted line – Livermore evaluated data
RσnL;
c)
(γ,2n) reaction cross section data:
• solid line – initial Saclay data σ2nS;
• dots with error bars – evaluated Saclay
data σ2nS*;
• dotted line – Livermore evaluated data
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Comparison of 51V Saclay (dots with error bars) and Livermore (dash) data
for (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reaction cross sections before and after joint correction described.
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of 159Tb Saclay (error bars) and Livermore (dash) (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reaction cross section data before and after
joint correction described.
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SUMMARY: MODERN STATUS OF WELL-KNOWN DATA
Things described explain the “modern” status of well-known published photonuclear data: value, accuracy and reliability of each data
obtained could be understandable only after analysis of systematical disagreements depended on experimental method used.

Some important conclusions. The “modern” status of data under discussion means:
- significant experiments results discrepancies force one to use data obtained individually: attention must be paid both to experimental
method and data processing procedure used in each laboratory;
- (γ,xn) cross sections obtained using QMA-photons at Livermore have in general absolute values smaller then that obtained using
both BR- and QMA-photons at other laboratories; therefore (γ,xn) cross sections data of Livermore for 19 nuclei studied12) must be
corrected - multiplied by appropriate (Table 2) coefficients Rint(γ,xn) = Rint(γ,n) = σintS(γ,n)/σintL(γ,n); for others – systematic
coefficient <Rintsyst> = 1.128) could be used at least;
- (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reactions cross sections obtained at Saclay because of incorrect neutron multiplicity sorting procedure are not correct
and consistent each other and must be recalculated using expression (3);
- Livermore neutron multiplicity sorting procedure is correct and therefore Livermore (γ,n) and (γ,2n) cross sections are in consistence
with each other and with (γ,xn) cross sections but both can be used only multiplied by Rint(γ,xn) (Table 2) or <Rintsyst>.

Some important physical consequences. Several physical consequences are following, most important are:
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- it looks like that E1 GDR decays dominantly statistically: many Saclay interpretations of high-energy tails of (γ,n) reaction cross
sections as contributions of high-energy neutrons from GDR nonstatictical direct decay (those contributions evaluated to be about 17 30 %) because of small decreasing of (γ,n) reaction cross sections for energies higher than (γ,2n) reaction threshold B(2n) look very
doubtful; Saclay (γ,n) reaction cross sections corrections described decrease those and put them into accordance with Livermore data:
direct decay contributions are not more than 10 - 12 %;
- large extra integrated cross section σint(γ,abs) ≈ 1.3 – 1.5 60NZ/A (MeV×mb) became doubtfully being all due to effective mass of
nucleon changing because of the effect of exchange forces: the errors in Saclay procedure of neutron multiplicity sorting seriously
affect their results for total photoabsorption cross section evaluation using the following reaction cross section data combinations
(γ,abs) = (γ,sn) + (γ,p) and (γ,sn) = (γ,xn) - (γ,2n); as it was shown above mistake in (γ,2n) reaction data produces the mistakes in
- both (γ,sn) and (γ,abs) reaction data; correction described do them more smaller.
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Calculations of electromagnetic dissociation cross sections of ultrarelativistic heavy ions are generally based on approximations
and extrapolations of the experimental data on photon-induced nuclear reactions. In particular, there exists a proposal to monitor
the beam luminosity in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion colliders by measuring neutron emission rates in mutual electromagnetic
dissociation of colliding nuclei. The discrepancy between the photonuclear data obtained in different experiments deteriorates the
accuracy of the method, which rests on calculated dissociation cross sections. Basing on a systematic analysis of the experimental
photoneutron reaction cross sections, the reasons for such discrepancy are investigated, and a means of eliminating the
disagreement is proposed. By confronting calculation results with the recent experimental data on electromagnetic dissociation of
30 A GeV 208Pb, it is demonstrated that the obtained evaluated cross sections of (γ,n) and (γ,2n) reactions, when used to adjust the
model, make possible to improve the reliability of predicted electromagnetic dissociation cross sections.
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